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Traditional style  |  aluminium and glass construction

Post Lamp:   LED: 19 cool white 0.2W LEDs, 
   Height: 1.8 metres
   Intelligent day/night controller with overcharge/discharge protection
   on/off override switch located on the light head
   4 brightness levels. Switch located on the light head 
   Painted cast aluminium housing, glass lens

Battery:   1 x 3600mA 3.6V Ni-MH replaceable battery 

Solar Panel:  Total of 2.4W mono crystalline solar panels located on the top 
   of the light head

The Simpson solar post lamp is a stylish light well suited to most 
garden and outdoor settings.  This post lamp offers a high quality finish
with the flexibility of four lighting levels to suit individual needs.

Standing 1.8 metres high with 19 bright white LEDs, the Simpson post
lamp is ideal for pathways, driveways or general garden lighting.  Easily
installed, and designed to operate from dusk onwards, this light is an eco-
friendly solution for safety or location lighting to areas too difficult or expensive 
to operate by traditional means.

Made of glass and painted aluminium, this solar post lamp is designed to last.

Available in black or white finish.  Choice of pure white or warm white LEDs.

Simpson Solar Post Lamp

Lighting time:   approximately 8 hours on fully charged battery

Light output:  266 lumens

Specifications

Light Output 

Product Code:  Black: POST-TB  |  White: POST-TW

Features:

Glass and painted aluminium construction
Replaceable parts including glass, light head and post segments
4 brightness levels
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solar panels located on top

3mm thick painted 
aluminium post

dynabolt screw holes in base plate for 
fixing into concrete or other solid surface

replaceable glass lens

post lamp can also be secured by driving a
stake into the ground and sliding the hollow
post over.  Perfect for soft or grassy areas

threaded post segments 
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Light Head:   19 cool white 0.2W LEDs, 
   Light head height: 40cm
   Intelligent day/night controller with overcharge/discharge protection
   on/off override switch located on the light head
   
Battery:   1 x 3600mA 3.6V Ni-MH battery

Solar Panel:  Total of 2.4W solar panels located on the top of the light head  

Lighting time:   approximately 8 hours on fully charged battery

Light output:  266 lumens

Classic design and reliable operation are the hallmarks of the 
Simpson solar light series.  The Simpson solar post cap lamp is a 
heavy duty light with impressive performance and outstanding
weather resistance.  With 19 bright white LED�s, this light is ideal
for block, brick or timber posts and piers, driveway entries and garden
walls.  No mains power required and easy to fit securely into place.

Standing 40cm high and made of glass and painted aluminium,
this solar post cap is designed to last.

Available in black or white.  Choice of pure white or cool white LEDs.

Specifications

Light Output 

Product Code:  Black: POST-CB   |   White: POST-CW

Features:

2 levels of brightness
Light turns on automatically at dusk and off when exposed to light
Durable painted aluminium and glass construction
Easy to install, no mains power required
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solar panels located on top
of each light head

replaceable glass lens

painted aluminium base

dynabolt screw holes in base plate for 
fixing into posts or other solid surface

Simpson Solar Post Cap Light
Classic style  |  aluminium and glass construction 
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Simpson Solar Wall Light 
Aluminium and Glass   

Features:

2 levels of brightness
Light turns on automatically at dusk and off when exposed to light
Durable painted aluminium and glass construction
Easy to install

Light Output 

Lighting time:   approximately 8 hours on fully charged battery

Light Output:   266 lumens

Product Code:  Black: WLT19B  |  White: WLT19W

Classic design and reliable operation are the hallmarks of the
Simpson solar light series.  The Simpson solar wall light is a heavy
duty light with impressive performance and outstanding weather 
resistance.  With 19 bright white LED�s this light is ideal 
functional lighting around the home, entry or garden.

Made of glass and painted aluminium, this solar wall light is 
designed to last. 

Available in black or white.

Specifications

Light Head:   19 cool white 0.2W LEDs, 
   Light head height: 400mm
   Intelligent day/night controller with overcharge/discharge protection
   on/off override switch located on the light head
   
Battery:   1 x 3600mA 3.6V Ni-MH battery  

Solar Panel:  Total of 2.4W solar panels located on top of light head
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Established in 2003, BlackFrog Solar is a family owned Australian business.

BlackFrog Solar are a leading supplier of premium quality solar lighting with a focus on style, functionality and value
for money.  We offer the most comprehensive collection of solar lighting available in the market, including solar post
lamps, solar bollards, solar flood lights and solar wall lights.  From entry level residential through to high end commercial
grade you can be assured our lights will compliment any outdoor space or budget.

Be inspired by our innovative and aesthetic range.  Feel confident that your lights will provide a satisfying experience
for your outdoor lighting requirements.  Benefit from solar lights that are built to last.

About BlackFrog Solar
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